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Abstract
Variational methods of successive approximations for solving the linear operational
equation Pa + p = 0 are examined, where P is an n x n matrix, p is a known vector and
a is an unknown vector. The equation is used to represent linear simultaneous equa-
tions, integral equations, and boundary value problems in differential equations. The
variational principle informing the methods of solution is that of associating with the
basic equation a scalar-valued functional W(a) that attains its extrema when the equa-
tion is satisfied; W(a) defines a surface over the n-space of the operator P. In this
space, the solution sequences ao, al .'., am generated by relaxation and classical
iterative methods describe particular types of vector trajectories that terminate under
the extrema of W(a).
The problem of solving the equation Pa + p = 0 is considered to arise in the environ-
ment of engineering research. The experience and intuition of the person for whom the
problem exists then become important guides to formal procedures. It is concluded that
small and relatively simple special-purpose computers designed for use by the research
worker can contribute significantly to the effective application of methods of successive
approximations. The design and application of such a computer is described.
The computer comprises one standard relay rack of computing components and an
input-output desk station. The inputs and outputs are in the form of paper tapes punched
in binary code. The internal operations are in part digital and in part analog. The
major mathematical function performed by the machine is that of transforming an
n-vector by an n x n matrix. A 40-vector may be so transformed in approximately 40
seconds. The machine carries 9 binary digits.
The machine is effective for evaluating integral transformations such as Fourier,
correlation, and convolution integrals.
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I. INTRODUCTION
To an engineer confronted with a difficult problem, a numerical result of limited
accuracy obtained by a mixture of intuition, experience, and logic is always a rea-
sonable goal. Very often he resolves a given problem P by a pattern of successive
approximations such as the one suggested by Fig. 1. The problem P is replaced by a
simplified problem P for which a solution S can be found with comparative ease. Then
0 0
by some pattern of successive improvements the approximate problem Pn, together with
its solution Sn , is so revised that the solution S tends to a desired solution S. There
is a large and rapidly growing body of literature devoted to such methods of successive
approximations for finding particular numerical solutions to integral formulations* of
physical problems. This report (1) presents a unified mathematical characterization
for certain methods that possess a variational basis, considers the practical problems
of implementing these methods, and describes an experimental digital analog computer
designed to implement the method of vector-step descent in the intimate environment
of engineering research (2, 3).
ERROR
DETECTION
Fig. 1
The pattern of methods of successive approximations.
The class of integral formulation examined is that represented by the linear opera-
tional equation
Pa + p = 0 (1)
where P is a linear, differential or integral operator defined in a function space (4),
and a and are function elements in the range space of P. The structure of the opera-
tor P is peculiar to the physical complex whose behavior is characterized by Eq. 1.
*If the mathematical equations stating the equilibrium conditions for a physical com-
plex are regarded as expressing constraints upon the form of the solving functions over
the whole domain of the independent variables at once, the equations may be regarded as
constituting an integral formulation for the complex. From this viewpoint, an integral
formulation may consist either of integral equations or of differential equations with
boundary and initital values.
F
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For example, this equation may represent an integral equation of the first kind in the
form
fp(x, s)a(s)ds + (x) = 0 (2)
The operator P then denotes the linear integral transformation
p(x,s)- ds
defined in the Hilbert space (4) of function elements a(s) integrable in the square in the
Lebesgue sense on the interval O0 x2 . The Wiener-Hopf (5) integral equation arising
in the statistical theory of communication has the form of Eq. 2.
The problems in Eq. 1 are either to find a when P and are known or to find the
characteristic values and characteristic functions of the operator P. The former
problem is considered first.
The methods presented for solving Eq. 1 when P and are known are variational
methods of successive approximations based on the following principle. With Eq. 1
is associated a functional W = W(a, P, p) that attains its extrema when Eq. 1 is satis-
fied. By an appropriate choice of the functional W, it can be ensured that Eq. 1 is a
necessary and sufficient condition that W attain an absolute minimum value W = W. The
problem of solving Eq. 1 may then be regarded as the problem of adjusting a until W
is minimized. The nature of the many possible methods for effecting the variation of
W to W and hence of a to the solving function is illuminated by the topological and
metric properties of the range span of the operator P.
Just as f(x, y) may be regarded as defining a surface over an x-y plane of points, the
functional W may be considered as defining a surface over the function space of the oper-
ator P. Each "point" in function space is a different function. From this discussion,
it follows that in the mountainous terrain of the W surface there is a deepest valley at
the bottom of which W attains its minimum value W. Clearly the bottom of this valley
is over the point in the function space of P.
In the function space of the operator P, a trajectory a(t) characterized by the para-
meter t corresponds to a path W[a(t)] on the W surface over the function space. Equa-
tion 1 is solved by any trajectory a(t) that corresponds to a path W[a(t)] terminating at
the point W = W. The variational methods of successive approximations to be presented
for solving Eq. 1 for a when P and are known are methods for constructing numeri-
cal trajectories a(t) so that the corresponding paths W[a(t)]on the W surface have the
property
lim W[a(t)] = 
t - oo
The recently developed "relaxation" methods (6) and many of the older iterative (7)
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and variational methods (8) for solving Eq. 1 may be characterized by the fact that they
develop particular types of trajectories in the sense used above.
To associate with Eq. 1 a functional W that is to be minimized may appear, to
exchange one problem for another that is no less difficult. If the functional W were
mathematically artificial such indeed might be the case. However, very often W has
fundamental physical significance, as energy or the like. W is in the nature of a per-
formance index for the physical complex under study. The engineer is constantly syn-
thesizing the behavior of physical systems by adjusting performance functionals through
the aid not only of formal rules but of experience and intuition as well. Variational
methods of successive approximations for solving integral formulations allow the exploi-
tation of the experience and intuition of the particular person for whom the problem
exists. For this reason they are admirably suited to the environment of engineering
research.
An illuminating example of the use of a functional in constructing the solution to an
integral formulation by variational methods is to be found in the following potential
problem. In Fig. 2, the potential a over the region B that assumes prescribed values
a on the contour C is both that for which the functional
c
W f F(a, ay) (a2a)dx dy (3)
is minimum and that for which
Aa = 0 over B (4)
where a = aa/ax and A denotes the Laplacian differential operator.
x
The derivation and interpretation of the variational connection (9) between Eq. 3 and
Eq. 4 will establish the motif of this report.
In the Hilbert space of functions integrable in the square over B, let a(t) denote a
function trajectory. Let us now determine the particular trajectory that starts from an
initial function a0 and generates a path W[a(t)] on the W surface that descends as rapidly
as possible to the bottom of the valley where W = W, the minimum possible value.
On introducing the trajectory parameter t into Eq. 3, it is readily shown (1) that
along any path on the W surface
X
Fig. 2
A potential problem over a plane region.
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At f grad F t dxdy (5)
B
where grad F denotes the gradient of F in function space. Further, it may be deduced
that
grad F = - a (6)
If W is to decrease as rapidly as possible along the trajectory, it follows that aa/at
should be defined as
8at -k grad F = kL a (7)
where k may be a constant. Equation 7 is the diffusion equation and is the differential
construction equation for a function trajectory of steepest descent for solving Laplace's
equation. The fundamental interest of this result may be clarified by a physical inter-
pretation. Suppose the potential function a in Fig. 2 is temperature, and that initially
the solving function is guessed to be a function a. If the temperature distribution
so is imposed on the region B, and then the region is left free to reach thermal equi-
librium, the function a will diffuse in function space along a path that is one of steepest
descent in the functional W. The parameter t is in this case real time. When t =oo,
aa/at = 0 and a = 0 as required.
The analysis given above serves to show how intimate may be the connection between
an integral formulation of a problem (expressed in this case by Laplace' s differential
equation with boundary conditions) and an associated functional. It may be noted that
such connections exist for most of the differential and integral equations of theoretical
physics (10, 11).
The object of this study is to present general methods and some particular equip-
ment for the numerical construction of trajectories of steepest descent for solving Eq. 1.
Equation 1 includes the potential problem discussed above as a particular case. The
form of the general methods may be inferred by examining the practical difficulties to
be faced in solving this problem.
It is impracticable to use Eq. 7 to construct a numerical solution trajectory for
Eq. 4 in the function space of the potential function a. The construction of a trajectory
can, however, readily be carried out in a vector-space approximation to the function
space. The errors committed by making such an approximation will be reserved for
later study. An approximating vector space may be obtained by applying the calculus
of finite differences to the potential problem. Thus, as in Fig. 3, the region B with
boundary C may be approximated by a square net of points separated by unit distance.
Points less than unit distance from the boundary curve C along at least one coordinate
axis are called boundary points. These points are shown as small circles. Values of
the potential function a are assigned to these points by interpolation from the bound-
ary values a c given on C. The points of the net interior to the boundary points in
Fig. 3 constitute a vector-space approximation for the region B. These points are
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numbered 1 through 16.
With the region B approximated by a net of 16 interior points, the integral formu-
lation for the potential problem reduces to the requirement that Laplace's equation in
Fig. 3
A finite-difference net for the potential problem of Fig. 1.
finite-difference form be satisfied simultaneously on the 16 interior points. Let the
unknown values of the potential function a on the interior points be designated as al
through a 16 . The Laplacian equation va = 0 at a typical point, say point 7, may be
approximated by the first-order finite-difference relation (12).
a 2 + a6 + a 8 + a 10 - 4a7 = 0 (8)
From Eq. 8 it follows that the formulation of the potential problem may be written as
a vector equation in 16-space in the form
Column
Row
1
2
16
1 2
4 -1
-1 4
3 4
-1
16
-1
-1
Matrix P
al
a2
a 16
+
Column
vector
a
= o (9)
Column
vector
P
Pa+ = 0
In Eq. 9, the (16 x 16) matrix P expresses the negative of the Laplacian operator in
finite-difference form on the interior points. The column vector a with coordinates
al through a 1 6 is a 16-vector expressing the unknown values of potential on the inte-
rior points, and the column vector p with coordinates b1 through b 1 6 is a 16-vector
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whose coordinates are determined by the known values of potential on the boundary
points.
Equation 9 reduces the problem of finding a potential function a in a function space
associated with the continuous region B to the problem of finding a potential vector a
in the vector space associated with the finite-difference net that approximates to the
region B. The interpretation of the function-space trajectory equation, Eq. 7, in terms
of the approximating vector-space equation, Eq. 9, leads directly to the numerical
rmethod of-successive approximations that forms the core of this study.
Equations 6 and 7 imply that for Eq. 9 the trajectory equation is
aaPa + = - k at = grad W (10)
If Eq. 10 is considered in the form Pa + = - k(aa)/(at), it may be regarded as a linear
vector differential equation in the 16 unknown potential coordinates al1 through a 1 6 . The
initial conditions for this equation are contained in the vector ac that defines the initial
guess for the solution to the potential problem. This equation may be solved on differ-
ential analyzer equipment. The resulting vector solution a(t) is the "steepest descent"
solution trajectory for the potential problem in the vector space of the finite-difference
net.
Were it not for the fact that the number of points required to approximate to the func-
tion spaces of many engineering problems may be on the order of 50 to 100 or larger,
the problems posed by the operational equation (Eq. 1) could, after suitable transforma-
tion, be reduced to the form of linear vector differential equations and solved with differ-
ential analyzer equipment or simultaneous equation solvers based on the principle of
descent (13). When the order of the vector space used to approximate to a function space
is large, it has become common to obtain the desired solutions by numerical methods of
successive approximations (14). Many of these methods possess a variational basis and
when applied in the environment of engineering research can be used with great effec-
tiveness if the experience and intuition of the particular person for whom the problem
exists can be exploited. While general-purpose digital computing equipment certainly
can be used to implement these methods, such equipment inevitably interposes a signifi-
cant measure of technical and administrative isolation between the mind perplexed by
the problem and the solution to the problem. Further, there is the very practical prob-
lem of the availability and economy of such equipment for the day-to-day promotion of
engineering research in which the goal is more often synthesis than well-defined analy-
sis. To date, most of the engineering problems solved by methods of successive approxi-
mations as exemplified by the relaxation method have been solved by hand computation.
The present study of methods of successive approximations possessing a variational
basis has been carried out with the conviction that there is need for special-purpose
computing devices designed to exploit such methods in the intimate synthetical environ-
ment of engineering research. The "desk size" digital analog computer described in
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this report is one experiment in this direction.
The nature of the particular method of successive approximations that will be used
in this report to construct numerical solution trajectories for equations such as Eq. 10
may be established by considering this equation in the form
Pa + p = (11)
where y = grad W. Equation 11 states that if a is any potential vector in the vector
space of the finite-difference net, the "residual" vector y, on the right-hand side,
defines the gradient of the functional W. That is, if one stands on the W surface over
the vector space at the point corresponding to a, the residual vector points in the direc-
tion in which the W surface rises most rapidly. To find the solving vector a for which
W = W, the minimum possible value (and hence grad W = y = 0), one has only to walk
down the W surface in the direction opposite to the gradient according to some plan.
One plan would be to start at the point W(ao) corresponding to a, an initial guess for
the solving potential vector, and walk on the W surface in the direction -grad W(ao)
as long as one continued to go downhill. Let the lowest point reached in this direction
be W(al) corresponding to a potential vector a1 . A trajectory of descent could be devel-
oped by proceeding from the point W(al) on the W surface in the direction -grad W(al)
to the lowest point attainable in this new direction and so on. This plan of descent by
successive approximations may be called vector-step descent. This particular method
of descent is a general form of relaxation in Southwell's sense (15). The reader who
enjoys mountain climbing will observe that just as there are many paths by which to
descend a mountain to a valley bottom, there are many methods for effecting the min-
imization of the functionals of operational equations. The method of vector-step descent
is that which forms the basis for the design of the computer to be described.
With reference to the potential problem that has been used to illustrate the nature
of the methods to be studied in this report, a physical interpretation of the functional
W is in order. If the region B in Fig. 2 is a sheet of electrically conducting material
with unit resistivity, the functional W in Eq. 1 is clearly one-half the power dissipated
by the current distribution J = - grad a. The current distribution J fails to obey the
continuity equation V J = 0 if a a, the correct potential function. The solution 
to the potential problem corresponds to the minimum value of W and hence to the mini-
mum power dissipation in the resistive sheet. The functionals to be associated with
the basic linear operational equation Pa + = 0 commonly have an intimate physical
connection with the equation similar to that observed above.
The above example has shown how, for numerical purposes, a certain integral formu-
lation deriving from a partial differential equation with boundary equations reduces to
a vector equation Pa + p = 0. For numerical purposes, an integral equation such as
Eq. 2 may be reduced to an equation of the same form. Thus, if the integration range
0<x<{in Eq. 2 is subdivided into n segments of length as = {/n and the integration is
approximated by a Riemann summation based on the ordinates at the midpoints sj of the
-7-
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segments As, Eq. 2 becomes
n
p(x, sj) a(s) As + p(x) = (12)
j=l
If n values of x, namely x i , are selected at the midpoints of n subintervals x = //n,
Eq. 12 becomes a system of n simultaneous linear equations in the form
n
p(x i , sj) a(s) As + p(xi) = 1, 2, n) (13)j=1
Equation 13 can be written in the form
pa + p = 0 (14)
where p is an (nXn) matrix with elements Pij = Asp(xi, s), a and are n-vectors with
elements aj = a(sj) and bi = (xi), respectively.
Equations 9 and 13 show that the central mathematical problem to be faced in solving
linear integral formulations characterized by Eq. 1 is that of finding suitable solutions
to a vector equation in n-space. In the following section the mathematical structure of
variational methods of successive approximations for constructing these solutions will
be described.
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II. VARIATIONAL METHODS OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS
Variational methods of successive approximations are to be considered for solving
the vector equation
Pa + p = 0 (15)
when P is an (nxn) nonsingular matrix with elements Pij and a and P are n-vectors with
elements a i and b i . These methods construct vector trajectories a(t) that correspond
to paths of descent W(t) on a functional surface over the vector space of the matrix P.
The solution vector a for Eq. 15 corresponds to a minimum value of W, namely W = W.
The first problem to be examined is that of finding a when and P are known, and
p is symmetric and definite. The restrictions of definiteness and symmetry are then
removed and a method applicable to any nonsingular operator is given. Finally, the
problem of finding the characteristic vectors and characteristic values of a symmetric
matrix is examined. In the analysis that follows, it is to be remembered that the vector
equation Pa + p = 0 often represents the form in which an operational equation defined
in function space is approximated.
SYMMETRIC DEFINITE OPERATORS
If the matrix P is negative definite (16), the matrix (- P) is positive definite, so
that only positive definite matrices need be considered. It may be observed that ellip-
tic differential equations (17) and more generally problems of equilibrium and vibration
(18) lead to symmetric definite operators.
The functional W to be associated with the equation Pa + p = 0 is
W = ( Pa) + (a, ) (16)
That is, W is one-half the quadratic form of P plus the inner product of a with . If
the vector equation Pa + = 0 is the nodal current equation of a resistance network for
which P is the conductance matrix, a is the nodal voltage vector and is the current-
source vector, W is clearly one-half the power dissipated in the resistance elements
plus the input power from the current sources.
Let a be given a variation in the form a + E where E is a real number and is an
arbitrary n-vector. It readily follows that
aw ( + E) ICW(a±+ i+) | - 2(a, P) + 1(, Pa) + (, ) (17)
- 0i
The characteristic vectors ai and characteristic values X. for a matrix P are
the solutions to the equation Pa = ka. 1
**The notation (a, ) denotes the vector inner or dot product of a with p.
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By virtue of the symmetry of P, Eq. 16 becomes
aw I = (, Pc + ) (18)
For an extremum
aWI =0
and since is arbitrary, Pa + P = 0. Hence, Eq. 15 is a necessary condition that W
as defined by Eq. 16 have an extremum. Since P is nonsingular, there is a unique vector
a for which Pa + = 0. By examining the topology of the W surface, it is readily shown
that the unique extremum associated with a is a minimum.
Let the vector space of the matrix P be referred to a set of mutually orthogonal
coordinate axes along which are measured the coordinates ai and bi of the vectors a
and . Further, let
6 = - (19)
be the vector from the tip of the solution vector to the tip of a general vector a. By
substituting Eq. 19 into Eq. 16 it follows that
- 1 1
W(a) = I( P) + (, p)+ (, P6)= W + 2Q(6) (20)
where Q(6) = (6, P6), the quadratic form of P.
In Eq. 20, W is the extremal value of W corresponding to the solution vector a. The
shape of the W surface around the value W clearly is determined by the quadratic form
of P in the variable 6. Since P is positive definite, Q (6)>0 if 6 0, and Q (6) = 0 if,
and only if, 6 = 0. It follows that the extremum in the W surface around the value W
is a minimum.
To illuminate both the problem at hand and the subsequent discussion of the char-
acteristic value problem, some additional properties of the W surface may be noted.
When projected onto n-space, the level contours W(a) = constant for the functional W(a)
of a symmetric matrix form n-dimensional quadric surfaces with their centroid at the
tip of a. The principal axes* of these surfaces define the directions of the characteris-
tic vectors of the matrix P, and the characteristic values of the matrix P are the recip-
rocals of the squares of the semiaxes of the surface corresponding to Q(6) = (6, P6)= 1
(ref. 1). If P is positive definite, all characteristic values are positive and the quadric
surfaces are ellipsoids.
These facts are illustrated for a 2-space example in Fig. 4. In 2-space, the basic
equation Pa + p = 0 represents the system
The principal axes are defined to be the directions in n-space that remain unchanged
in direction under the transformation P.
-10-
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PRINCIPAL AXIS
VECTOR SPACE OF P
al-
Fig. 4
The topological properties of W(a) in 2-space
(P is symmetric, definite).
Pllal + P12a 2 + bl = 0
(21)
P21 al + P22a2 + b 2 = 0
and
l p1 2 + 11pl+a, laa + ab +a (22)W() = 2 1al2 + P22a2 + P12 2 1 a 2 1 ] 1 1 a 2b 2 (22)
In Fig. 4 the functional W(a) defines an elliptical valley over the plane of the vector
a = [al, a 2 ]. The level contours of the W surface projected onto the a-space form the
ellipses shown. The tip of the solution vector corresponds to the centroid of the ellip-
ses and to the minimum value W of W. The principal axes of the ellipses define the
directions of the characteristic vectors of the matrix P and the reciprocals of the
squares of the semiaxes OA and OB are the characteristic values of the matrix P.
Methods of successive approximations that develop solution trajectories a(t) by gen-
erating paths on the W surface which converge to the valley point W are now readily
interpreted in terms of the study given above.
THE METHOD OF STEEPEST DESCENT: P SYMMETRIC AND DEFINITE
From the definition of W(a) in Eq. 16 it may be deduced that for an arbitrary vector
a we have
grad W(a) = Pa + p = y (22')
where y is called the residual vector of the basic equation Pa+ P = 0. Equation 22' states
that the residual vector y points in n-space in the direction in which the W surface rises
most rapidly. From Fig. 4 it is clear that a trajectory W(t) of steepest differential
descent to the valley point W from any initial point on the W surface is one that proceeds
downhill at right angles to the level contours of the W surface. Equation 22' shows that
the corresponding equation for the solution trajectory a(t) in vector space is generated
by setting
-11-
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api
da(t) -my(t) = -m [Pa(t) + ] (23)
where m may be a positive constant. A solution trajectory of steepest descent from
an initial guess vector ao in 2-shape is shown in Fig. 5.
Equation 23 is a linear first-order vector differential equation that may be solved on
analog differential analyzers or simultaneous equation solvers when the order of the
matrix P is sufficiently small. If the order of P is much greater than 10, Eq. 23
or some modification thereof is commonly solved by numerical methods of successive
approximations. Some of these methods are to be examined.
02
VECTOR
STEP
DESCEN
01
Fig. 5
The solution trajectories of some methods
of successive approximations.
THE METHOD OF VECTOR-STEP DESCENT: P SYMMETRIC AND DEFINITE
A geometrical interpretation for the method of vector-step descent was suggested
on page 7 and can be clearly established with the aid of Fig. 5. This method is an
approximation to the method of steepest descent and has the advantage that it is readily
implemented by numerical methods with computing equipment such as that to be
described.
A trajectory of vector-step descent is formed as follows. From the point W(ao) on
the W surface, one proceeds in the direction -grad W(a o) to the lowest point that can
be reached in this direction. In Fig. 5 this point is over al1 in the a plane and is reached
when the vector step from the tip of ao in the direction -grad W(a ) is tangent to a level
contour of W projected onto the a plane. From the point W(al) one now proceeds in the
direction -grad W(al) to the lowest point that can be reached in this new direction,
namely W(a 2 ) over the point a 2 in a-space. This step is repeated from the point W(a 2 ),
and so on, to generate the solution trajectory shown in Fig. 5. The method of vector-
step descent is clearly one of descent in the large based on a local gradient.
-12-
From Eq. 22 it follows that along a trajectory of vector-step descent in vector-
space we shall have
a1 = a + m grad W(ao)
= a +m Y
and hence
an+ 1 = an + mnYn (24)
where mn is a constant that determines the length of the vector step from the tip of an
to the tip of an+ I' From the nature of the method it follows that mn is to be determined
from the equation
aW(an + mn n)
am 0 (25)
n
To determine mn it is convenient to drop the subscript n. It may be deduced that
W(a + my) = W(a) + m(y, y) + m 2 (y, Py) (26)
By applying Eq. 25 to Eq. 26 it follows that
-(y, y)
m = (, p ) (27)
The decrement in the functional W(a) that is effected in any vector step from a to a+ my
is
(Y, y)2
W(a) - W(a + my) = W 2(y, Py) (28)
Since P is positive definite, W > 0 unless y = 0. Hence, in the sense that W(a) is
decreased, every new step in a trajectory of vector-step descent constitutes an
"improved" solution. The geometrical significance of this analysis is apparent in Fig. 5.
The equations for constructing a trajectory of vector-step descent for the basic
equation Pa + p = 0 may be summarized in the form
an+ = an +mnyn
where
¥n = Pan+ L (29)
and
-(Yn' n )
n (n' PYn)
This set of equations forms the basis for the design of the experimental digital ana-
log computer that constitutes the practical issue of this study.
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THE METHODS OF COORDINATE AND BLOCK RELAXATION:
P SYMMETRIC AND DEFINITE
From Fig. 5, it is apparent that paths to the bottom of the W valley can be
constructed according to many rules. One of these, the simplest form of Southwell's
relaxation method (6), consists in adjusting one coordinate of the vector a at a time.
Such a single-coordinate relaxation trajectory is shown in Fig. 5. The vector a on
this trajectory is found from an initial guess, a, by proceeding along the coordinate
direction for a 1 to the lowest point on the W surface that can be so reached. The
vector a 2 is found from a by proceeding along the coordinate direction for a 2 to the
lowest point on the W surface that can be so reached.
In n-space for which n >> 2, the procedure of adjusting one coordinate at a time
becomes tedious. To improve the rate at which the trajectory proceeds to the valley
bottom, several coordinates may be altered at one time. Such a procedure is commonly
called "block" relaxation (19). The method of block relaxation clearly becomes the
method of vector-step descent when all coordinates of a are adjusted at once.
By replacing y by its ith component gi in the analysis that leads to Eq. 29, it is
readily deduced that along a trajectory of single-coordinate relaxation we shall have
a L=a +m g.
n + 1 = an gi
with (30)
m
n Pii
and
= 1 (gin) 2
n ii in
where Pii is the ith diagonal coefficient of the matrix P. At each repeated application
of Eq. 30, the index i must change. The "best" choice for a new coordinate adjustment
may be regarded as that which effects the greatest decrement AWn in the functional W.
In the practical development of relaxation trajectories, the path followed is often influ-
enced by the intuition and experience of the person solving the problem.
The study above has considered the problem of solving the basic equation Pa + = 0
by variational methods when P and are given, a is unknown, and P is a symmetric
and definite matrix. Under these conditions it has been shown that a functional of the
basic equation, namely W(a) = 1/2 (a, Pa) + (a, p), possesses a unique minimum W
corresponding to the solution vector a. Since the matrix P of practical problems may
be both nondefinite and nonsymmetric, some method must be devised either for reducing
the matrices of such problems to equivalent symmetric definite form or for generalizing
the method of descent to include any nonsingular matrix P. Both of these methods are
possible and will be discussed.
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GENERAL NONSINGULAR OPERATORS
In the basic operational equation Pa + = 0, let P be a symmetric but nondefinite
matrix. The functional W defined by Eq. 16 continues to describe a quadric surface
over n-space. However, this surface is no longer completely elliptical in character
and the point W = W over the tip of the solution vector a is a stationary value of W
rather than a minimum value. The stationary character of the W surface over the tip
of the solution vector a is that of a saddlepoint.
These facts may be illuminated by considering the functional W as given by Eq. 20.
In view of the general properties of the W surface cited on page 10 and illustrated in
2-space in Fig. 4, Q(6), the quadratic form of the matrix P in the variable 6 = a - a
may be written as a sum of squares' in the form
Q(6) = l (a 1 )2 + X2(a2 ) (31)
where 6 is referred to coordinates al and a 2 measured along the principal axes of the
W surface from the tip of a; X1 and 2 are the characteristic values of the matrix P.
The associated characteristic vectors have directions along the principal axes of the
W surface. Hence for the 2-space example
w = W + [1 (al) + 2 (a 2 )] (32)
If P is not positive definite, either 1 or X2 is negative, and the contours W = constant
are hyperbolic in form. The W surface near the tip of is clearly a saddle surface
as shown in Fig. 6, where X2 < 0.
In view of the topology of the W surface as outlined above, the equation Pa + = 0
cannot in general be solved by constructing trajectories a(t) that ascend or descend the
W surface to the saddlepoint. Indeed in starting such trajectories from initial guesses
there is the real problem of deciding whether
to descend or ascend !
Although the surface for the functional W
C1,
0<0 0>0 ///,//// ~ coN~rA~r of a symmetric nondefinite matrix P does not
0 / >o have a unique minimum, it will be apparent
:= W+( ) CONSTANT from Fig. 6 that the modulus of the gradient
of the W surface possesses a unique mini-
mum at the stationary point W = W that cor-
responds to the tip of the solution vector a.
It follows from Eq. 28 that convergent tra-
a2 jectories a(t) can be constructed for a non-
F ig. 6 definite symmetric matrix by minimizing the
A saddle surface in W for a new functional I grad WI = yl. For purely
nondefinite matrix. mathematical reasons, the new functional is
-15-
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defined in the form
U(a) = I grad W(a)j 2 = 2 (y Y) (33)
From Eq. 33 it is clear that U(a) is a nonnegative function with a minimum value
U = 0 attained if, and only if, y = 0. Convergent descent trajectories for symmetric non-
definite matrices may therefore be characterized by the equation
lim a(t) = a
t-oo
when
lim U[a(t)] = 0 (34)
t-oo
If the origin of the functional U(a) in terms of the modulus of the gradient of the W
surface is forgotten, and the problem of solving the basic equation Pa + = 0 is regarded
simply as the problem of minimizing the residual vector y = Pa + , it is clear that
Eq. 34 is valid for any nonsingular matrix. We must now provide suitable methods for
constructing solution trajectories.
Of the many possible methods for constructing the trajectories characterized by
Eq. 34, only one, namely the method of vector-step descent which forms the basis in
this study for the design of computing equipment, will be described. To construct a
trajectory of vector-step descent in the functional U(a), let the (n + l) t h approximate be
derived from the nth approximate by the equation
an+ 1 = n + mn grad U(an) (35)
where mn is a real constant to be determined in such a way that the tip of the vector
an+ 1 corresponds to the lowest point of the U(a) surface that can be reached from the
tip of an in the direction of grad U(an). Equation 35 for a nondefinite (and/or nonsym-
metric) matrix corresponds to Eq. 24 for a symmetric definite matrix.
From the definition of U(a) in Eq. 33 it may be deduced (1) that
grad U(a) = P'y (36)
where P' = the transpose of P. The constant m is defined by the equation
a U(a + mgrad U(a)) a U( + mP' y)
am am
From Eq. 33 we have 2
U(a + mP'y) = (Y y) + m(y, PP'y) + In (PP'Y, PP'Y) (38)
By applying Eq. 37 to Eq. 38, it follows that
m = - ( PP') (39)
(PP' y, PP' y)
Equation 35, together with Eq. 39 with the subscript n added, provides a method of
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vector-step descent for constructing a solution trajectory for the basic equation
Pa + = 0 when P is any nonsingular matrix.
That vector-step trajectories of the above type actually converge when P is symmet-
ric but nondefinite is apparent from the topological structure of the corresponding U(a)
surface. That these trajectories converge when P is any nonsingular matrix may be
argued as follows. The product of any nonsingular matrix P with its transpose P', and
vice-versa, is a symmetric positive definite matrix (16). The numerator of the vector-
step constant m in Eq. 39, (y, PP'y), is therefore a positive definite quadratic form.
The denominator is clearly positive if y 0. Hence m 0 if y 0. Further, from Eq.
36, we have grad U(a) = P'y = P'(Pa + ) = 0 if, and only if, Pa + = y = 0. It follows
that the trajectories defined by Eqs. 35 and 39 converge. The surface U(a) can have
no relative minima.
With reference to the problem of solving the equation Pa + P = 0 when P is any non-
singular matrix, a few remarks may be made about some other methods of descent pro-
posed in the literature. Using the functional U(a) = 1/2(y, y), Temple (15) has derived
the trajectory equation
an+ 1 = an + mnYn (40)
The constant mn is so determined that the tip of an+ 1 corresponds to the lowest value
of U(a) that can be reached from the tip of an in the direction of yn. It may be shown
(15) that
-(Y, Py)
m = p(41)(Py, Py)
The trajectories defined by Eqs. 40 and 41 are not gradient trajectories. If P is neither
definite nor symmetric, (y, Py) may vanish when y # 0. Hence m may vanish when
y 0.
Stiefel (20), on the other hand, has proposed that the problem of the general matrix
be disposed of by transforming the basic equation Pa + = 0 to normal form (21). This
transformation is achieved by multiplying the basic equation by the transpose of P to
obtain the equation
P' (Pa + ) = P'Pa + P'P = Ka + = 0 (42)
where K = P'P and = P'p. Since K is always symmetric and positive definite, Eq. 42
can be solved by the gradient method of vector-step descent described by Eq. 29. While
the transformation to normal form theoretically avoids the problem of the general
matrix, its merit in engineering practice is limited for it requires the explicit matrix
multiplication P'P. If P is, say, 50 X 50, this multiplication is not a trivial problem!
Fortunately, the advantages of the transformation to normal form are implicit in
Eq. 35 for the gradient trajectory of vector-step descent in the functional U(a). Indeed,
the trajectory of descent in U(a) developed from any given starting vector a by Eqs.
35 and 39 is identical with the trajectory of descent in W(a) developed by Eq. 29
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when applied to the normalized equation (Eq. 42). A demonstration of this fact will
serve to summarize the nature of the trajectory equations that are later implemented
with the computer designed as part of this study.
The gradient trajectory of vector-step descent in the elliptic functional W(a) for
Eq. 42 is defined by the equation
nQ Q + {O~(43)
an+ 1 = an + e O (43)
where - =Kan + and, with the subscript n omitted,
(a-, Ka-)
From Eq. 42 it is clear that or = P'y. With this observation, Eq. 39 may be put in the
form
(Y, Pr)
m = - (Pa- P-) (45)
With the further observation (22) that (y, Por) = (P'y, ar), Eq. 45 may be transformed to
-(P'y,a ) -(a 'a)
m= (a-, pP) = (aK) - (46)
Equation 46 demonstrates the identity of the two types of trajectories. It should be
observed that Eqs. 35 and 39 for the gradient trajectory of vector-step descent in the
functional U(a) may be used without explicitly multiplying P by its transpose P'. Thus,
forms such as PP'y are treated as P(P'y).
In this section, the problem of solving the basic equation Pa+ = 0 for a when P and p
are known has been considered. It has been shown that in passing from a symmetric def-
inite to a symmetric nondefinite matrix, the quadric surface described by the functional
W(a) = 1/2(a, Pa) + (a, P) loses its minimum property. The introduction of a new func-
tional U(a) = 1/2(y, y) with the desired minimum property allows descent trajectories
to be constructed for any nonsingular matrix. This section will be concluded by using
the results obtained to illuminate the classical method of successive substitutions for
solving integral equations of the so-called Fredholm type (23).
Consider the Fredholm integral equation
b
a(x) = (x) + u f k(x, s) a(s) ds (47)
where k(x, s) is a symmetric kernel. If u < 1/ m , where Xm is the largest character-
istic value of the homogeneous equation, the solving function a(x) may be found by
successive substitutions of the form
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b(n 1 (x) = (x) + u k(x, s) an(s) ds (48)
The reason for the limited interval of convergence in the parameter u and a logical
extension of this interval is readily given by applying the variational methods that have
been presented. Equation 47 may be written in the standard operational form
Pa + p =0 (49)
where P = (uK - I), K denotes the linear integral transformation
bf k(x, s) - ds
and I is the identity operator. Equation 49 may characterize a numerical vector-space
interpolation of Eq. 47 such as that suggested by Eqs. 12-14. In the vector space of
such an interpolation, the method of successive substitutions assumes the form
an+ 1 = n + Yn (50)
where n = Pan + . It is readily shown that Eq. 50 describes a type of gradient tra-
jectory of ascent in the functional W(a).
Let the characteristic values of the matrix K be the real numbers X. in the equation1
Ka 1 = i (51)
where ai denotes the characteristic vectors. From the definition of the matrix P in
Eq. 48, it follows that the characteristic vectors of K are the characteristic vectors of
P and that the characteristic values v. of P are1
v = uX -1 (52)
Equation 52 clearly shows that if lul < 1/Xm, where Xm is the largest character-
istic value of K (i. e., of the matrix of the homogeneous integral equation), the char-
acteristic values v i of P are all negative, and hence P is negative definite. Under this
condition, the functional W(a) = 1/2(a, Pa) + (a, p) is completely elliptical in character
and has a unique maximum when a = a, the solution vector. At the n t h substitution in
Eq. 50, it follows from Eq. 26, with m = 1, that the increment AWn in W is
Wn = (Yn Yn) + (Yn PYn) (53)
From Eq. 52 it is apparent that vi < 2 when I u < l/IXmI . By expanding Un and PYn
in Eq. 53 in terms of the characteristic vectors of P and using the preceding fact, it
is readily shown that AW n > 0 and hence that the trajectory described by Eq. 50
converges.
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If lul > 1/| mII some characteristic value vi of P may be positive. The quadratic
form of P, Q(a) = (a, Pa), then loses its negative definite character and the method of
successive substitutions fails to describe a convergent trajectory. However, from the
preceding study, it is apparent that for all values of u 1/k i , the Fredholm integral
equation can be solved by gradient trajectories of the types that have been described.
When u = /k i , P is singular.
This analysis establishes the particular trajectory nature of the method of succes-
sive substitutions and provides but one example of the insight that can be given by varia-
tional interpretations to many classical numerical methods. Another interesting
example that is not elaborated here is the derivation of the condition imposed on the
relative sizes of the increments of the time and of the space variables in the numerical
solution of the diffusion equation. This condition follows logically from the trajectory
significance of the equation as outlined on page 4.
THE CHARACTERISTIC VALUE PROBLEM
Associated with the nonhomogeneous problem of solving the equation Pa + = 0 for
a when P and are known is the problem of determining the characteristic functions
i
a and the corresponding characteristic values Xi of the operator P. These quantities
are defined by the homogeneous equation
Pai a (54)
Typically, the operator P as represented by a numerical matrix may characterize a
turbine blade or a metal cavity. The characteristic values of P then determine the
frequencies, and the characteristic vectors define the modes of vibration or oscilla-
tion of these complexes. In this section are interpreted two methods (24, 25) for solving
the characteristic value problem when P is symmetric. The methods are intimately
related to the variational methods that have been presented for the nonhomogeneous
problem and are suited to the computing equipment that has been designed.
VECTOR-STEP TRAJECTORIES BASED ON THE GRADIENT OF A FUNCTIONAL
From Eq. 20 it is clear that the shape of the W(a) surface about the tip of the solu-
tion vector in the nonhomogeneous problem is determined completely by the quad-
ratic form Q(6) of the matrix P. Typical topologies for the W surface near the tip of a
are shown for 2-space in Figs. 5 and 6. The intimate relation of the characteristic
value problem to the nonhomogeneous problem may be judged from the fact that with
respect to the tip of the vector a the directions of the principal axes of the W surface
define the directions of the characteristic vectors of P, and the reciprocals of the
squares of the semiaxes of the W = const. contour corresponding to Q(6) = 1 define
the characteristic values of P (1). These facts are illustrated in Fig. 5. For the char-
acteristic value problem it is sufficient to consider the surface over the n-space of a
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Xi of P. Hence, for any symmetric
values Xk are given by the equation
defined by the quadratic form Q(a). Such a
surface is sketched for 2-space and a nondefinite
symmetric matrix in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 7 the axes marked a l and a 2 define
the coordinates of a. The principal axes of the
Q(a) surface define the characteristic vectors
a and a of P (16). From the topology of the
surface, it is apparent that if a vector a for
which a = 1 is swept around the a plane, Q(a)
assumes extremal values when a coincides in
direction with a characteristic vector. Equation
54 indicates that these extremal values are
numerically equal to the characteristic values
matrix P it can be shown that the characteristic
ki = extremum V(a) (55)
where the functional V(a) = Q(a)/(a, a). Further, the vectors a that define extrema of
V(a) are the characteristic vectors ai corresponding to the ki . The functional V(a) in
Eq. 55 is sometimes called the Rayleigh quotient.
By a method that parallels closely the gradient method of vector-step descent for
the nonhomogeneous problem, the solution of the characteristic value problem is sought
with trajectories of the form
an+l = an+ mn grad V(an) (56)
From the definition of V(a) it may be shown that
grad V(a) = (a) [Pa - V(a)a] (57)
In developing trajectories of the form characterized by Eq. 56, Eq. 57 suggests that
grad V(a) shall be replaced by the term
E = Pa - V(a)a (58)
where E corresponds to the residual vector y in the nonhomogeneous problem (24)
Equation 56 then becomes
a =a + 1, En+ 1 n n n (59)
Equation 59 when supplemented by a definition for the constant establishes a basic
n
method of successive approximations for the characteristic value problem.
For a nonsingular (n X n) matrix P there are n distinct vectors ai that make
grad V(a) = 0, and hence establish an extremal value of V(a). The characteristic value
problem is therefore more involved than the nonhomogeneous problem. From Eq. 55
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it is apparent that in the n-space of P, V(a) has an absolute maximum value max V(a) = Xm
If the step constants n in Eq. 59 are chosen to effect the largest possible increment
n
AV in V(a) at each vector step, the trajectory defined by Eq. 59 will converge to am,
a characteristic vector that corresponds to Xm . It can be shown that the step constant
n is defined by the equation
/= 1 (60)
n V(a) - V(In)
Equations 59 and 60 describe one type of trajectory that will converge to am and deter-
mine X
m
In many engineering problems either the characteristic mode with the largest char-
acteristic value or with the smallest characteristic value is of dominant interest. For
the smallest characteristic value X1, V(a) is an absolute minimum. Hence X1 and a'
may be found by using Eq. 59 and assigning to n values that are the negatives of the
values given by Eq. 60.
If the characteristic value km 1 next smaller* than Xm is to be found, Eqs. 59 and
60 may be used, provided that the trajectory vectors an are kept orthogonal to a m . That
is, in the subspace of n-space orthogonal to am, V(a) has an absolute maximum,
max V(a) = Xm 1- By keeping the trajectory vectors an orthogonal to all of the char-
acteristic vectors that have previously been determined, it is theoretically possible to
find all of the characteristic values in the ordered sequence Xm km 1 Xm 2 . by
the solution of a simple maximum problem. A similar procedure based on a simple
minimum problem can be invoked for finding the characteristic values in the ordered
sequence X1 X2 X3 -... In practice, computations to engineering accuracy (say to
three significant decimal figures) do not usually permit the determination of more than
a few characteristic values in either one or the other of these sequences.
There are many methods for finding characteristic numbers (24-29). In this report,
primary interest centers on successive approximation methods that are suited to imple-
mentation with the computing equipment that has been designed to deal with the non-
homogeneous problem. In this regard, one other method, called by the writer the
characteristic number-vector method, is pertinent.
THE CHARACTERISTIC NUMBER-VECTOR METHOD
Of the many approximation properties of symmetric linear matrix transformations,
the following one is of particular interest for the characteristic value problem. If a is
an arbitrary vector in n-space with components al, a2, ... , an, and Pl' P2 ' '' Pn is the
row vector set of a real symmetric matrix P, the interval of the real number axis
spanned by the numbers (Pi, a)
ri a. (61)
1m 1 mIf X is a repeated characteristic value, = X but a a
m m- m
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contains at least one of the characteristic values X. of P (25). If aj is the jth character-3
istic vector of P, the r in Eq. 61 are identical and equal to Xj.
Equation 61 immediately suggests a method for finding the characteristic values of P.
With the best use of intuition for, and experience with, the physical complex described
by the matrix P, a characteristic vector is guessed to be a vector ao. The spread of
the numbers r. which define the coordinates of a vector P is observed. The form of
10 0
a is then altered to reduce the spread in the coordinates of the characteristic number-
vector P . In the light of the variational method described above for finding character-
istic values, one is tempted to define a functional
s(a) = spread of the set of numbers r (62)
and to develop trajectory equations that will effect the minimization of s(a). However,
the s(a) surface over n-space does not have the simple topology of the W(a), Q(ct) and
V(a) surfaces. In particular, s(a) has the minimum value s(a) = 0 along every princi-
pal axis of the V(a) surface, that is, in the direction of every characteristic vector of
P. Further, since the quadratic form
n
(a, Pa)= a i ( P i , )
i=l
it follows from Eq. 55 that
(, Pa) a 1r +ar + r 2 .. + a r
V(a) = ) 1 2nn (63)(aL, a) al a + + ... an
When al, a 2 , ,an in Eq. 63 are the components of a characteristic vector a , V(a)
assumes a relative minimum or relative maximum value V(a) = ki and r = r ...
rn = Xi. Equation 63 states the V(cL) is the weighted mean of the numbers ri taken with
the weight function a.. The procedure of equalizing the r i , and hence minimizing the1
spread function s(a), is therefore intimately related to the gradient procedure of finding
the extrema of V(a). This fact suggests the combined use of the two methods.
While Crandall (29) has shown that the spread function s(a) can be minimized by a
definite procedure, the construction equations for the trajectories do not assume the
simple form of Eq. 59. This fact is no great deterrent for engineering purposes. Equa-
tions 61 and 62 provide a particularly simple method of cut-and-try for studying a
system. For example, Vasonyi (30) has shown that the method can, in practice, be used
with computations of engineering accuracy to find modes of the wave equation for bound-
ary shapes in which the equation does not separate.
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III. THE NATURE OF THE COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEMS
The basic computational problem posed by the mathematical structure of methods of
successive approximations as outlined in Part II of this report is clearly that of con-
structing vector trajectories in n-dimensional space. Trajectory equations such as
Eq. 29 show that the major operation involved is that of transforming an n-vector with
an (n x n) matrix. The special-purpose computer that has been designed to implement
these methods of successive approximations in the environment of engineering research
is basically a device for multiplying a vector by a matrix to engineering accuracy. The
order of the matrix may be as large as n = 100. Apart from its function in constructing
vector trajectories, the machine can readily be used to effect integral transformations
such as the Fourier, correlation, and convolution integrals. Before the design, con-
struction, and operation of the computer are described, brief consideration is given to
the practical problems of trajectory computation. The discussion is based on the non-
homogeneous problem of finding a when P and P are given.
THE APPROXIMATION OF A FUNCTION SPACE BY A VECTOR SPACE
If the equation Pa + = 0, as in Eq. 2, describes a physical complex for which the
operator P is defined in a function space, the equation must be approximated by a
vector-space equation, as in Eqs. 13 and 14. The evaluation of the errors committed
by approximating an equation defined in a function space by an equation defined in a
vector space is a problem that involves the whole domain of numerical methods for rep-
resenting differential and integral operators and extends far beyond the scope of this
report (1). It may be noted, however, that interesting light is being shed on this
problem by the connections that are being observed between sampled-data (31) and
continuous-data systems. The sampling theorems (32) of communication theory and
the frequency-response characterizations (33) of digital computing programs establish
isomorphisms between signal vector spaces and signal function spaces of the type
implied by classical methods of numerical interpolation.
In the engineering study of particular problems, the choice of the form and dimen-
sion of the approximating vector spaces is commonly and properly predicated on expe-
rience and intuition. The most practicable approach appears to be that of using the
simplest numerical representation of differential and integral operators in the vector
space of least dimension that will establish the topology of the solution (14). For
example, in approximating the integral equation of Eq. 2 by the vector equation of
Eq. 14, the integration is approximated by a simple Riemann summation based on an
increment as that is made as large as possible. Similarly, the simplest approximation
for a differential operator such as the Laplacian is the basic difference quotient defini-
tion, as in Eq. 8. A practical example of the reduction of an integral equation to a
vector equation is given later in this report. Once the equation Pa + = 0 has been
solved in a vector space of a given dimension, its solution in a refined approximation
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to function space is facilitated by interpolating the initial guess for the refined trajec-
tory from the first solution.
THE ACCURACY OF VECTOR-SPACE TRAJECTORIES
In constructing solution trajectories for the vector equation Pa + p = 0, answers to
engineering accuracy are desired. To be definite and at the same time arbitrary, engi-
neering accuracy will be said to be achieved when the error in any computed value does
not exceed 0.01 per unit of the maximum modulus of the exact solution. In constructing
trajectories with the digital analog computer to be described, errors are committed in
rounding off the data for insertion into the machine and by the machine in performing
its functions. The status of round-off and machine error in methods of successive
approximations is somewhat unusual and may be understood by considering in 2-space,
as in Fig. 8, two trajectories, one computed exactly and one computed by machine. To
make the discussion specific, the trajectories are considered to be defined by Eq. 29.
This equation describes trajectories of vector-step descent in the functional W(a) when
P is a symmetric positive definite matrix. Because of the ellipsoidal valley-like topol-
ogy of the minimum in the W(a) surface as shown in 2-space in Fig. 4, there are many
paths for getting to the bottom, and one of these may be inaccurately computed'. This
fact is suggested in Fig. 8.
In Fig. 8, the exact trajectory is initiated from the tip of the vector a that repre-
sents the first guess for the solution. The machine trajectory begins from some point
a within a round-off error circle about the tip of the exact starting vector. The radius
of this circle is determined by the round-off error introduced in inserting data into the
machine. The first vector step to the tip of al in the exact trajectory has the form
al =a +m y
where (64)
-(o, ¥o)
o (yo Pyo )
The machine computation of the first step determines a vector moyo that differs in
direction and length from moyo because of computational error. However, over finite
but definitely nonzero ranges of round-off and machine error, the tip of a as computed
by machine will be in the neighborhood of the tip of the exact vector al, the value of
W(a) will be less than W(a ), and al will be an improved solution. Under these condi-
tions, vector steps computed with error generate a useful trajectory of descent towards
the bottom of the W valley.
Obviously there are limits to these rather happy conditions. As a approaches the
solution vector , and hence as the minimum in the W(a) surface is approached, the
modulus of the gradient of the W surface, namely grad W(a) = yl = Pa + ,i
decreases rapidly. Now for a given pattern of round-off error, machine error (which
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a2 is in the nature of round-off error), and a given
a, ----c\ matrix, the radius of the error circle about the tip
a ,< * of an exactly computed vector y retains a definite
/ vERROR order of magnitude along the path of the trajectory.
/ •~~~~~CONTOUR
/ EXACT TRAJECTORY Hence as I y approaches the radius of the probable
/___MACH __NETRAJECTORY error circle for the machine computation, the direc-
0 *
tion and length of y as computed by the machine
Fig. 8 are not at all reliable, and for all practical purposes
The status of computational the trajectory is terminated. The important point
error in trajectories.
is to know how close the end of the machine tra-
jectory is to the exact solution.
No exact answer to this problem can be given in practice. If one could give such an
answer, there would be no need for a solution in the first place ' However, the nature
of this problem can be clearly understood. Suppose the computational error pattern is
such that the machine trajectory terminates when y = I grad W I = E, a positive constant.
Here, I grad W = E defines a contour in a-space that may be determined as follows.
From Eq. 32, the components of grad W(a) in coordinates measured along the princi-
pal axes of the W surface from the tip of a are
aW i1 Xi (a') (65)
aa1
Hence in 2-space
grad WI2 2 '2 2 '2)grad X1 (al) + X2 (a 2 ) (66)
The contour defined in a-space by I grad WI = E is clearly an ellipse with center at a
and with semiaxes having the lengths
E
e =i (67)
1
This ellipse delimits the practical boundary of approach of the machine trajectory to the
tip of , the exact solution. It may be called the solution error contour or surface. Such
a contour is suggested by a circle about a in Fig. 8. While these results have been
derived for 2-space, they are applicable to n-space.
Equation 67 shows that the length of the vector from a to the error surface is greatly
influenced by the characteristic values Xi of the matrix P. If one or more characteristic
numbers are small, the corresponding semiaxis of the error surface is large. A small
characteristic number implies that the determinant of the matrix P is small and hence
that the set of linear equations contained in the vector equation Pa + = 0 is ill defined.
Conversely, if all the i are large, the equations may be said to be well defined.
While in practice the characteristic values i for the matrix P are rarely known
accurately, some estimate of their range is often available. For problems that are well
defined in the sense given above, computations to engineering accuracy by methods of
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successive approximations prove to be highly effective. In engineering research, where
synthesis rather than precise analysis is the goal, there is often no such thing as "the
problem" or "the solution." Rather there is a "subspace" of problems represented by
the possible variations in system data. In this environment, solution trajectories may
have real value even when the problem is ill defined. The reason for this fact is that
the vectors an in any trajectory provide solutions to machine accuracy for the set of
equations Pa + n = where n = P - yn If significantly different vectors an yield essen-
tially the same vector n, this information may be of considerable value.
The manner in which the above considerations of computational problems influ-
ence the design and limit the accuracy of the special-purpose computer that has been
developed to implement methods of successive approximations will become apparent
from the description of the machine that follows and from the numerical examples
of its application.
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IV. A SPECIAL-PURPOSE DIGITAL ANALOG COMPUTER
In the pattern of methods of successive approximations suggested by Fig. 1, the per-
sonal judgment, experience and intuition of the engineering mind faced by a particular
problem is of abiding significance. The techniques for constructing solution trajectories
are founded on, but not constrained by, sets of formal rules. In implementing these
methods, it is therefore important to retain an intimate relation between the man with
the problem and the sequence of approximate solutions to his problem. Such a relation-
ship can be retained by the use of a special-purpose computer the operation of which
the engineer is readily able to comprehend and employ. In a very real sense, such a
computer is a somewhat sophisticated slide rule. The computer to be described is an
experimental attempt to produce such equipment. The attributes desired of such a com-
puter may be summarized as follows:
1. cost commensurate with the services rendered,
2. basic technical simplicity and compactness,
3. ease of coding,
4. speed adapted to the computing environment,
5. high accessibility of computed results,
6. engineering accuracy.
A photograph of the basic computing facility is shown in Fig. 9. The machine con-
sists of an input-output unit on the small table at the left and of one standard relay rack
of computing components. In the following sections, only the essential functions of the
machine components are discussed. Details of design and construction are given in ref-
erence 1.
INPUT-OUTPUT EQUIPMENT
Problem data for the machine usually occur as sets of decimal numbers in the form
of (n X n) matrices and n-vectors. From the nature of methods of successive approxi-
mations, it will be apparent that matrix and vector data must be stored for considerable
periods and be readily accessible. To meet these requirements, the input-output
medium chosen for the machine was paper tape punched in binary code. The tape
used is standard Eastman Kodak 70-mm film backing paper, 0.004 inch thick. A
photograph of a full-size sample of the tape is shown in Fig. 10.
The function of the 11 columns of the tape and the type of coding used is also shown
in Fig. 10. A number such as a i , the it h component of a vector a, is recorded on the tape
as a single row of punchings. Column 1 gives the sign. Columns 2 to 9 give the modu-
lus in binary code to 8 binary digits. The maximum decimal modulus is therefore 255.
Columns 10 and 11 are used for introducing control signals into the machine.
Both input and output tapes are produced on the electromechanical punch shown in
Fig. 11. Input tapes are prepared manually by the use of the binary keyboard, the con-
version from decimal to binary numbers being made visually from a table. In producing
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Fig. 9
The computing facility.
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Fig. 10
A sample of input-output tape.
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output tapes, the punch is actuated automatically by electrical signals from the com-
puting rack. Data on output tapes are converted to decimal form mentally. In Fig. 11 a
number of row punchings can be seen. Each row of punchings is identified by means of
a row number recorded on a reversible counter which is shown reading 865. Tape for
punching is stored on a reel under the punching head at the top right, and as punching
proceeds the tape moves down the front panel and is taken up on a spool. In Fig. 9, it
may be observed that the punch is mounted on a small table similar to a typewriter table.
THE COMPUTER SYSTEM
In computing trajectories of successive approximations, the computer is used to
carry out direct computations on data that are prepared on punched paper tape as
described above. For example, to evaluate the residual vector y = Pa + , the machine
requires input tapes for the matrix P and the vectors a and . The machine then
produces y automatically on the output tape. The i t h component gi of the vector y is
given by the equation
gi = (Pi a) + b i (68)
= pilal + Pi 2 a + ... Pinan + b i
where b i is the i t h component of , Pij is the jth component in the it h row-vector P. of
P, and a i is the i component of a. It is apparent from Eq. 68 that to generate each
component gi of y the following operations must be performed:
a. the tape containing the vector a must be scanned;
b. the tape containing the row-vector Pi must be scanned;
c. corresponding components of these vectors must be multiplied
together and the resulting products added;
d. the number b i must be read from the tape containing and added
to the result obtained in (c);
e. the results of (c) and (d) must be punched as a row on the output
tape that records y.
A computer system that effects these operations forms the basis of the computing
facility shown in Fig. 9. The system that connects the digital tape inputs to the digital
tape output is in part digital, in part analog. In view of the limited accuracy require-
ments for the machine, analog elements can be made suitably accurate, and their use
permits a compact design. A further reason for using a hybrid system was experi-
mental curiosity.
To initiate a description of the computer system, the input tape-scanning equipment
will be discussed. This equipment can be seen mounted on the front of the computer
rack in Fig. 9 and is shown in more detail in Fig. 12. In Fig. 12, the a tape is the
endless tape at the extreme left. It hangs over a sprocketed drum. The P tape is
immediately adjacent to the a tape. If the P matrix is a general matrix, the P tape
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is wound on film spools, as shown in Fig. 12. These spools are provided with individ-
ual tension motors. If the P matrix is a special type of matrix such as a shifting
matrix, the P tape is endless, as shown in Fig. 9. The a and P tapes are driven in
synchronism by the sprocketed drum past photoelectric reading heads, which are shown
in an exploded view in Fig. 13. In Fig. 13, end-illuminated photocells are mounted
behind the holes in the bakelite heads and are connected by a cable to the computer rack.
The tubular light source, which uses a standard 6-watt blue fluorescent lamp to illumi-
nate the light slits, is shown out of position in Fig. 13.
The tape threads over the sprocketed drum at the bottom left in Fig. 12. A tape
is shown mounted in Fig. 9. The tape is read by a set of cantilever beam wire contacts
that contact and are wiped by the surface of the drum. The tape is indexed by a rotary
solenoid which receives properly timed pulses from the computer system. A cable con-
nects the reading head to the computer system. Provision is made in the computer to
duplicate any given punched tape. The given tape is introduced into the reading head,
and connections are made that allow the electromechanical punch to produce a duplicate.
The motion of the input tapes is controlled from the small panel labelled "tape
control" at the top right in Fig. 12. Since the computer system receives all of its
instructions from the control columns of the tapes, the tape control panel is the control
center for the machine. Once the input tapes, computer system, and output punch are
properly set up, the computation of the residual vector y proceeds automatically as
soon as the "solution start" button is pushed. In a typical computation of the y vector
for an equation with a (20 x 20) matrix, the computation is completed in approximately
20 sec.
To understand how the computer system utilizes the input tapes to produce the out-
put tape, it is necessary to understand clearly how numerical data are distributed on
the input tapes. The description is given for the condition that P is a general matrix.
The special techniques that can be used when P is a shifting matrix will be pointed out
later.
The P tape of a general matrix is a long tape (about 25 feet for a (20 x 20) matrix).
Along this tape the row-vectors Pi of P occur in the order P 1 , P2, ... , Pn as blocks
of rows of punchings across the tape. The elements Pil, Pi,' Pin of the row-vector
P. occur as single rows of punchings across the tape in the normal row sequence. The
row-vector groups on the P tape are separated from one another by the same length
of tape, this length being chosen in the manner described below. The structure for the
P tape is sketched in Fig. 14 for a (10 x 10) matrix. (The distribution of control
instructions is omitted.)
To compute the inner product (Pi, a) of the a vector with the it h row-vector P. of
P, it is necessary to read corresponding elements aj of a and Pij of Pi at the same
time. This operation is accomplished by preparing the a vector as an endless tape
whose length is equal to the length of P tape associated with a row-vector Pi. Such
an a tape is shown in Fig. 14. If the first component a 1 of a is aligned with the first
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The photoelectric reading heads.
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Fig. 14
Basic layout of P and a tapes.
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The basic computer system.
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element P ll of the first row of P, it follows that the synchronous motion of the ac and P
tapes past a fixed photoelectric reading axis will effect the component scanning neces-
sary to compute (P1 i a). By virtue of the fact that the a tape is endless, the a tape in suc-
cessive revolutions will be scanned in synchronism successively with the row-vectors
P2, P3'..., Pn. Positive synchronization of the P and a tapes is insured by the
sprocket punchings in the tape paper. The blank space between the row-vectors on the
P tape (and hence between a n and al on the a tape) is used to provide time for such com-
puter operations as output punching and reset. Under typical operating conditions, row-
vectors on the P tape are scanned at the rate of one per second. For this reason,
photoelectric reading heads were adopted for the P and a tapes.
The computing system shown in block form in Fig. 15 may now be described.
In Fig. 15, the paths of control instructions which actuate the components in proper
sequence have been omitted for the sake of simplicity. The distribution of control
instructions in columns 10 and 11 of the input tapes is shown in Fig. 17.
The computing system occupies the relay rack shown in front view in Fig. 9.
A rear view of the rack with the major components identified is given in Fig. 16. On
all bistable digital components of the system, manual reset buttons are provided so that
the proper starting states can be set.
As shown in Fig. 15, a central counting pulse generator continuously distributes a
chain of voltage pulses to each digital component. The pulses occur at time intervals
of 20 sec, precisely controlled by a crystal oscillator. When the "solution start" button
on the tape control panel in Fig. 12 is pushed, the a and P tapes begin to move in syn-
chronism past their photoelectric reading heads in the manner described above. The
computer system is then actuated by voltage pulses generated by the transient illumina-
tion of the photocells allowed by the holes in the tapes.
Consideration will first be given to the question of what becomes of the modulus of
aj and of the corresponding component Pij. The eight digits of a.j set a binary counter
called'the a counter. This counter receives counting pulses through a gate that is
turned on by an a "read" pulse caused by a hole in column 10 of the a tape in the row
of punchings corresponding to a.. The position of this read hole, together with the posi-
J
tions of other holes used to provide control instructions for the computer, is shown in
Fig. 17. The gate is shut off by the first overflow pulse from the eighth stage of the
counter and the counter is left cleared and ready to receive a + 1 The stages of the
counter are set by a in such a way that (1+ a ) pulses are gated when the counter
is actuated. Hence, the time interval during which the a gate is open is, within a rare
error discussed below, 201ajl psec. This time interval is selected from the circuits of
the a counter as the width of a rectangular voltage pulse. It is the conversion of aj 
to a pulsewidth that constitutes the first operation in the computing cycle of the system
associated with the a and P tapes. Because the a "read" pulse is not synchronized with
the counting pulse chain, there is, for the circuits described in reference 1, a probabil-
ity of less than 0.05 that the pulsewidth generated by the a counter will be either small
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or large by about 20 pLsec or one unit. This error and other errors caused by this condi-
tion have proven to be of little significance in the practical operation of the machine.
At the same time that ajl sets the a counter, Ipij I sets an identical binary counter,
called the P counter in Fig. 14. The P counter is actuated by a read signal transmitted
from the a counter about 20 sec after the end of the lajl pulse. The P counter then
generates a rectangular voltage pulse with a width of 20 I Pij I sec. The reason for actu-
ating the P counter after the a counter is as follows. The number pijaj is to be generated
to a certain scale in the computer system as the area of a voltage pulse whose width is
20 IPijl sec and whose height is
(sign aj) (sign Pij) 20k 1Iajl volts
where k is a positive scale factor. To this end, it is necessary to have the pulsewidth
corresponding to a available for conversion to a voltage amplitude before the conver-
sion of I Pij I to a pulsewidth begins.
The conversion of the pulsewidth, 20 aj psec, to the signed amplitude, 20k klaj
volts, is carried out in an analog pulsewidth-to-pulseheight converter, called the a
converter in Fig. 15. This conversion is performed by integrating with respect to time
in an analog integrator a voltage pulse, 20 a. I sec in width and + 150 volts in amplitude.
The integrator is unclamped by a signal derived from the leading edge of the aj pulse-
width. The polarity of the input pulse to the integrator is determined by the product
- (sign aj) X (sign Pij)
which is evaluated by a bistable flip-flop driven by the sign pulses from column 1 on the
a and P tapes. The positive constant k is a characteristic of the analog integrator.
In Fig. 15, the pulsewidth, 20IpijlLsec, which becomes available after the opera-
tion of the a converter, is used to gate a pulse amplitude modulator for which the
amplitude modulating signal is the voltage
(sign aj) x (sign Pij) 20 k 1 lajl volts
The output of this modulator is therefore a rectangular voltage pulse whose area is
(20)2 k pijaj sec. Figure 18 shows in solid outline a typical waveform generated at
the output of the a converter. The corresponding output of the pulse amplitude modu-
lator is shown dotted.
After the generation of the Pij aj pulse area, there is no further need for the voltage
amplitude corresponding to aj . Accordingly, a signal derived from the trailing edge
of the Pij I pulsewidth is used to reset the circuits of the a converter in anticipation
of the succeeding component of a, namely aj+ 1'
These operations generate at the output of the pulse amplitude modulator a time
sequence of rectangular voltage pulses that corresponds to the sequential reading of the
rows of the a and P tapes by their photoelectric heads. The rows of punchings on the
a and P tapes are approximately 0.5 inch apart, and since the tape speed is about one
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foot per second, the time interval separating adjacent punched rows and hence separating
pulses at the output of the pulse amplitude modulator is approximately 40 msec. The
maximum width of any one pulse in the chain is approximately 5 msec.
The pulse chain is integrated with respect to time in an analog integrator to yield an
output voltage of -k 3 (P i , a) volts, where k3 = (20) 2 k1kk 2 , where k2 is a positive constant
characteristic of the pulse-chain integrator designated as the (Pi, a) integrator in Fig. 15.
At this point then, according to Eq. 68, one of the desired results in the computation of
the component gi of y has been realized in analog form with reversed sign. The negative
sign is contributed by the (Pi, a) integrator.
The (Pi, a) integrator must be unclamped before the first pulse Pil al in the 1 pulse
chain arrives, and must be reset to zero by clamping before the first pulse pi+ 1,1 al
of the succeeding pulse chain arrives. These control functions are effected by signals
obtained from column 11 of the a tape, as shown in Fig. 17. Thus in column 11, shortly
before al and shortly after an, a hole is punched. The photocell pulses from these holes
unclamp and clamp the (Pi, a) integrator. The blank tape between these holes allows an
adequate time interval for resetting this integrator and for completing the computing
functions of the system leading to the generation of gi as a row of punchings on the out-
put tape.
Since the output of the machine is digital, the voltage, -k 3 (Pi, a) volts, at the output
of the (Pi, a) integrator must be converted to digital form and stored before the inte-
grator is clamped. This conversion is effected in a double-comparison sawtooth com-
parator, called the (Pi, a) converter in Fig. 15. The (Pi, a) converter converts the
voltage, -k 3 (P i , a) volts, into a biased pulse count, the bias being used to facilitate the
detection of the sign of (Pi, a) in the output circuits of the machine, which operate on a
simple counting principle.
Immediately after the last component Pin of Pi has been read from the P tape, but
before the (Pi, a) integrator receives its clamp signal from column 11 of the a tape, the
(Pi, a) converter is actuated by a (Pi, a) "read" pulse from a hole in column 10 of the
P tape, as shown in Fig. 17. The actuation of the (Pi, a) converter causes a voltage
signal in the unit to decrease at a uniform rate from a positive maximum of about 125
volts as shown in Fig. 19. The linearly decreasing voltage signal is compared with
two other voltages. The comparison that always occurs first is one with a standard
fixed voltage, E = 100 volts, where E is the maximum allowed value of Ik 3 (Pi, a) l . At
the instant of voltage equality, a gate is opened allowing counting pulses to stream into
the y output counter, as shown in Fig. 15. This pulse stream is shut off by the second
comparison, which occurs at the instant when the linearly decreasing voltage signal is
equal to -k 3 (Pi, a) volts, the output voltage of the (Pi, a) integrator. The number of
pulses gated into the y output counter by these operations is a biased digital equivalent
for the number (Pi, a). The bias count is equal to that which occurs when (Pi, a) = 0.
It allows negative values of (Pi, a) to be represented by a positive count. The bias count
is 255. From Fig. 19 it is apparent that this count corresponds to a voltage change
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Voltage comparisons in the (Pi, a) converter.
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of 100 volts along the sawtooth. Hence, the pulse count gated into the y output counter
by the operation of the (Pi, a) converter is
{255 + 155 k3 (Pi, )}pulses
At the end of the comparison operations, the (Pi, a) converter generates pulses that
reset its own circuits in anticipation of (Pi + a) and actuates the counter. The 
counter has been set as follows. The tape is indexed by a pulse derived from the
(Pi, a) "unclamp" signal from column 11 of the a tape, as shown in Fig. 17. The
indexing operation initiated by the (Pi, a) "unclamp" signal causes the mechanical
reading head to scan b i and set the stages of the counter. By this timing procedure,
the p counter is set well before the pulse count corresponding to b i is demanded from
this counter by the actuating pulse from the (Pi, a) converter.
The counter in Fig. 15 is a 9-stage counter. The number b i consisting of 8 binary
modulus digits and a sign digit is so coded onto the P tape that when the 9 stages of the
counter are set accordingly, and the counter is actuated, the biased count {256 + bi} is
obtained. The bias allows negative values of b i to be represented by a positive pulse
count. The tape code is different from the code for the a and P tapes shown in
Fig. 10, and is given in reference 1. The counter is self-clearing. The biased count
from the counter is injected into the y output counter, as shown in Fig. 15.
The production of the vector y in binary code on the output tape may now be dis-
cussed. In the machine computations for gi = (Pi, a) + bi, the y output counter receives
pulses from the (Pi, a) converter and the p counter with the total count
511 + 55 k3 (Pi, a)+ b
From this number, gi is to be decoded. For consistent scale factors, k3 is constrained
to have the value k3 = 100/255. The bias count 511 is the basis for the determination
of the sign of gi from the 9-stage y output counter. The details of the decoding of gi
are given in reference 1. The decoding circuits sense the states of appropriate sides
of the bistable counter stages and transmit the potential levels of these states to the
grids of digit gates on the punch control unit shown in Fig. 15. The digit gates are
thyratrons whose anode-cathode paths are connected via a cable in series with the sole-
noids that set up the punching rods of the output punch when it is in automatic operation.
The output punch is actuated via a cable from the punch control unit when that unit
receives a pulse from the counter following the termination of the pulse count for b i .
The circuits of the output punch excite and reset the digit gates and the main punching
solenoid, and index the output tape, making the row of punchings for gi visible. The
punch circuits also actuate reset relays which clear the y output counter in anticipation
of gi+ 1 The code used in punching gi is that used in preparing the P and a tapes.
The computer operations that follow the actuation of the (Pi, a) converter by the
(Pi, a) "read" signal from the P tape and lead to the punching of gi are being carried
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out while the blank space on the a and P tapes between Pi and Pi +1 is moving past the
photoelectric reading axis. By the time the (Pi+ 1, a) "unclamp" signal occurs the com-
puter system is completely cleared and ready to work on gi+ 1
This description of the computation of y = Pa + , when P, a, and are known, will
suffice to establish the nature of the hybrid digital-analog electromechanical computer
system that connects the digital tape inputs to the digital tape output. The other uses of
the machine can best be illustrated by describing its application in carrying out particu-
lar computations. It may be noted that in setting up the machine for the computation of
y, the P and a tapes are moved manually until the photoelectric reading axis is in the
blank space preceding P 1 on the P and a tapes, and the tape is positioned so that
the (P 1 , a) "unclamp" pulse will cause the reading head to scan b 1 . On pushing the
"solution start" button, the computation of y proceeds automatically. A "drive stop"
hole in column 11 of the P tape at the end of the P matrix automatically stops the tape
drives.
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V. THE APPLICATION AND ACCURACY OF THE COMPUTER
Laboratory applications of the computer described in Part IV of this report have
demonstrated that in large measure the computer possesses the attributes prescribed
on page 28. Its effectiveness can be judged by the following examples of its use.
INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATIONS
Linear integral transformations such as the convolution, correlation, Fourier, and
Laplace integrals play a prominent role in system engineering. A typical modern
example of their use is in determining the power spectra of statistically stationary
signals by the Fourier transformation of the autocorrelation functions of the signals.
The computer is capable of performing all of these transformations. To illustrate the
computer's use and establish a measure of its accuracy in this field a Fourier cosine
transformation will be computed.
The Fourier cosine spectrum F(w) for a function f(t) may be defined as
F(w) = f(t) cos t dt, if f(t) = 0 for t < 0 (69)
The integration in Eq. 69 may be approximated numerically to obtain the ordinate sum-
mation equation
n
F(<w) i ki cos wt i f(ti) (70)
i=l 1
In Eq. 70 the ki are ordinate weighting coefficients. Thus, for integration with Simpson's
rule, an odd number of points t i = 0, t 2 = at, .... t n = (n- 1)At is selected from the range
of integration 0 < t < oo, and the k sequence becomes
{ki}= {1l, 4, 24,, ., 4, 1 (71)
In the practical use of Eq. 70, F(w) is computed on a set of m values of , namely
= jaw. Equation 69 may therefore be written as the vector equation
J
F = Cf (72)
where F denotes the spectrum m-vector,
F = [F(w 1 ), F( 2 ), . F(wm)]; (73)
f denotes the function n-vector,
f = [f(tl), f(t 2 ), ., f(t)]; (74)
and C denotes the (m x n) cosine integral matrix,
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os Wt 4 cos tltl 4 cos clt 2 cos ltn
C = t x (75)
cos mtl 4 cos ot2 cos os crt3 ... cos t
At
=- C3
Equation 72 may be implemented directly on the computer. Using the P tape code,
a matrix tape is prepared for the cosine integral matrix C in Eq. 75. This tape clearly
can be prepared once and for all and stored as part of a tape library for the machine.
Using the a tape code, a vector tape is prepared for the function vector f in Eq. 74.
The C matrix is inserted in the machine as the P tape, the f-vector is inserted as the
a tape, the machine is operated as in Part IV (omitting the tape), and the spectrum
vector F is punched automatically on the output tape.
When the cosine matrix tape is available as part of a tape library, a research worker
may come to the machine, code and punch an f tape, and obtain the F tape in about one
hour. A series of f tapes can be processed more rapidly. The machine computes a
spectrum vector with 25 components in approximately 30 seconds.
The following example will illustrate these operations. The function f(t) is taken to
be a rectangular pulse of unit amplitude between t = 0 and t = 1. For this time function
F(w) = sin w (76)
For the present computation, the normalized matrix C in Eq. 75 was prepared as a
(25 x 41) matrix with Aw X At = 0.01 radian. It follows that f is taken as a 41-vector
with At = 0.025, and F is taken as a 25-vector with A = 0.4 radian per second. The
matrix actually punched to represent C was C = 50 C, and the vector actually punched
to represent f was f = 200 f. The scale factors 50 and 200 were introduced to scale
the maximum moduli of the input data up towards the modulus limit of 255 allowed by
the tapes. Such a scaling operation is always performed on input data. The C* matrix
now forms part of a permanent library of tapes for effecting integral transformations.
Under these conditions, the spectrum vector F in Eq. 72 was computed twice on the
machine. The vector S actually punched on the output tape is, within machine error,
S = k C*f* = k(50 x 200)C f = k(50 X 200) F = k F (77)At o
where k is the machine scale factor. From the description of the computer system in
Part IV, it follows that
2 (255)
k = (20) kk 2 (100) (78)
where the two factors of 20 derive from the a counter and P counter, the factor k1
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is a constant of the a converter, the factor k2 is a constant of the (Pi, a) integrator, and
the factor (255/100) derives from the (Pi, a) converter. By varying k 2, k is adjusted to
make the maximum modulus in the output vector S approach the allowed limit of 255.
Figure 20 shows the vector S1 punched by the machine in the first of the two compu-
tations for the spectrum vector F. Tabulations of the components of S 1 and S2 , the two
vectors computed by the machine, are given in columns 2 and 3 of Table I. The scale
factor k that relates F to S in Eq. 77 had the value k = 0.00573. The vector F com-
puted from the mean of the two machine vectors S1 and S 2 by the use of the constant ko
is given in column 4 of Table I.
Table I. Cosine Fourier Transform of a Pulse
Machine Tabulation
w Solution S1 Solution S2
0
0.4
0.8
1.2
1.6
2.0
2.4
2.8
3.2
3.6
4.0
4.4
4.8
5.2
5.6
6.0
6.4
6.8
7.2
7.6
8.0
8.4
8.8
9.2
9.6
174
172
155
135
109
79
48
22
-3
-21
-33
-37
-36
-29
-19
-9
3
14
19
22
22
18
11
4
-3
174
171
156
136
109
79
48
22
-3
-21
-33
-38
-36
-30
-19
-9
4
13
19
22
22
18
11
4
-3
Scaled Mean
Machine Solution
0.997
0.979
0.891
0. 775
0.625
0.453
0. 276
0. 126
-0.017
-0.120
-0. 189
-0.218
-0.206
-0. 169
-0. 109
-0.051
0.020
0.077
0. 109
0. 126
0.126
0. 103
0.063
0.023
-0.017
Exact
Transform
1.000
0.9735
0.8967
0.7767
0.6247
0.4546
0.2814
0.1196
-0.0182
-0. 1229
-0.1892
-0.2163
-0.2075
-0. 1699
-0.1127
-0.0466
+0.0182
+0.0727
+0.1102
+0.1274
+0.1237
+0.1017
+0. 0665
+0.0242
-0.0182
*Based on maximum modulus of the exact solution.
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Per Unit
Error *
-0.003
+0.005
-0.006
-0.002
+0.0003
-0.002
-0.005
+0.006
+0.001
+0.003
+0.0002
-0.002
+0.002
+0.001
+0.004
- 0.004
+0. 002
+0.004
-0.001
-0.001
+0.002
+0. 001
-0.004
-0.001
+0.001
__ _···· ------ I I-I
Fig. 20
Vector S 1 punched by machine.
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The exact spectrum sin w/w is given in column 5. The per-unit error in the spectrum
computed by machine is tabulated in column 6.
Columns 2 and 3 of Table I show that the two machine vectors differ rarely, and then
by not more than one unit. This performance is characteristic of the precision or
repeatability of the computer. Better performance cannot be expected from the system
as designed.
Column 6 shows that the spectrum computed by the machine is never in error by
more than 0. 006 per unit of the maximum modulus of the exact solution, and that the
mean per-unit error based on the modulus of the error is less than 0.003. Because of
the oscillation in the sign of the error the mean per-unit error is very small. Since all
of the components of the f-vector have the same value, the error in Table I does not
reflect any nonlinearity in the a converter. Tests that establish the linearity of this
unit have shown that its amplitude conversion operation is linear to at least 0. 002 per
unit of the range of the converter.
It should be observed that the per-unit error in Table I includes the error caused by
approximating the integral transformation of Eq. 69 by the matrix transformation of
Eq. 72. For the value of At used in our computation, this error may be shown to be of
a lower order of magnitude than the error in computation contributed by the machine.
These results are typical of the application of the computer to integral transforma-
tions under conditions suited to the machine. In reducing integral transformations to
matrix transformations, the order of the approximating matrix is chosen on the basis
of experience and the accumulated knowledge of numerical methods. However, for a
given accuracy of computation from input to output in the machine the column order of
the matrix cannot exceed a certain upper bound. The reason for this is simple. The
magnitudes of the numbers on the input tapes to the machine and on the output tape from
the machine are constrained once ad for all not to exceed 255. The magnitudes of the
error components in the output vector contributed by the machine will, in general,
increase with the column order of the matrix. The increase may be attributed to the
accumulation of errors in performing the increasing number of operations associated
with the column order. Hence the per-unit accuracy of the output tape in the sense of
machine computation will decrease. Both for this reason and for the sake of simplicity
it is desirable to use the smallest column order that will lead to useful results. In this
connection, it is usually not worthwhile to reduce the error caused by approximating
the integral transformation with a matrix transformation to a lower order of magnitude
than the round-off error in the input data.
Matrices with a column order as large as n = 100 have been used on the machine but
the column order is more commonly 10 to 50. While it is difficult to give a specifica-
tion of machine accuracy related to matrix order, it can be recorded that in many com-
putations with matrices of the above orders the machine error in computed values has
been almost invariably less than 0. 001 per unit of the output data range of 255.
The computation of a Fourier cosine spectrum given above represents a simple
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direct computation. The machine was designed primarily to implement methods of
successive approximations for solving the operational equation Pa + P = 0. An example
of its use for this purpose follows.
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
In Part I of this report it was shown that the matrix equation Pa + = 0 may
characterize either differential equations with boundary and initial values or integral
equations. There is an extensive engineering literature devoted to the solution of
differential equations by such methods of successive approximations as the relaxation
method (14). However, the author of this report is not aware of any substantial body
of literature devoted to the solution of integral equations by the variational methods of
successive approximations summarized in the report. Further, most of the work with
methods such as the relaxation method appears to have been done by hand. The special-
purpose computer described in this report has been designed primarily to attack integral
equations and to provide an example of a special type of computer for which there
appears to be considerable need in engineering research. The following example will
show how effectively the computer may be used to solve integral equations by trajec-
tories of successive approximations.
The integral equation to be solved is a form of the Wiener-Hopf equation that is
encountered in statistical filtering (5)and in boundary value problems in electromagnetic
theory (34). The particular equation* to be solved is
00
ii( -) h(o) d = id(T) for t > 0 (79)
where
Qii(T ) = exp(- IT) + 0.5 u1(T) (80)
and
'id (T) = exp( - T - 0.51) (81)
Equations 79-81 may be regarded as stating the problem of filtering a rectangular wave-
form with constant amplitude and random zero crossings from a signal containing this
waveform corrupted by white noise. The function ii (T) is the autocorrelation function
of the given signal. The term 0.5 ul(T) denotes an impulse at T = 0 and is the autocorre-
lation of the noise in the signal. The relative significance of the noise may be judged
by noting that the power density of the noise in watts per cycle per second is constant
and is one-fourth of the maximum power density in the spectrum of the rectangular
waveform. The function id (T) is the crosscorrelation of the given noisy signal with the
desired signal, namely the rectangular wave uncorrupted by noise. From Eq. 81 for
~id(T), it follows that the desired signal is the original rectangular wave delayed 0.5 sec.
*Professor Y. W. Lee suggested this example to the author and prescribed the initial
guess.
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In Eq. 79, h(a-) is the unknown impulse response of the network that is to effect the fil-
tering operation. The integral equation, Eq. 79, derives as the condition that the
integral-squared error between the actual output of the filtering network and the desired
output shall be minimum.
Before approximating Eq. 79 by a vector equation for purposes of machine compu-
tation, it is necessary to remove the singularity caused by the impulse in (ii(T). This
can be done by integrating h(o-) against 0.5 U1 (T - o-) to obtain the equation
ii (T -a-) h(c-) d- + 0.5h(T) = id(T) for T > 0 (82)
where
i(T) = i (T) - 0.5Ul(T) = exp(- IT ) for all T (83)
Equation 82 is an integral equation of the second kind. Since the impulse response h(-)
must be zero for o- < 0, the lower limit of integration in Eq. 82 may be made zero. For
machine computation, Eq. 82 may be approximated by the set of n linear equations
n
* (Tk - -j) h(o-j) A + 0.5h(Tk) = id(Tk), k 1,2, n (84)
j=l
obtained by approximating the integration in Eq. 82 by a Riemann summation over n
ordinates selected from the subintervals A-r.
If AT = Tk+ 1 - Tk = Ao-, Eq. 84 may be written in the matrix form
a-~.h+ 0.5h =i
11iih + 0 id (85)
where *.i is an (n X n) matrix with elements ii(Tk - J), h is an n-vector with com-
ponents h(-j) and bid is an n-vector with elements (id(Tk).
In the present problem, n was chosen to have the value n = 30 and a- to have the
value ar = 0.1 = AT. Consideration of the forms of the known functions ii and id will
suggest that the fineness of approximation to the integral equation is appropriate.
In the standard form of Eq. 1, Eq. 85 becomes
A * + 0 5 Ih - d= Ph- = 0 (86)ll ' - id id
The matrix P in the braces in Eq. 86 is symmetric, and for the data of this problem
is positive definite. The solution of Eq. 85 for the vector h may therefore be pursued
with a trajectory of vector-step descent characterized in Part III of this report by
Eq. 29. The construction equation for the solution trajectory is
hn+ 1 = hn + mn (87)
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where (¥n= hn )
n = P h n id a nd (Y ,PY)
In constructing the solution trajectory defined by the vector sequence {hn}, the
machine was used primarily to compute iih . For this purpose, it is important to
11 n
observe that the matrix *ii has a special form which allows it to be generated from a
single vector by a shifting operation. From Eq. 84 with AT = A = 0.1 and a summation
based on ordinates taken at the midpoints of the Ar- intervals, it is apparent that the first
row of the matrix ii contains the 30 ordinates of ii with arguments: + 0.05, - 0.05,
-0.15, ... , -2.85, -2.95. The number computed in taking the inner product of this
vector with h corresponds to
ii(0* 1 - ) h() do
The second row of the ii matrix (k = 2 in Eq. 84) contains 30 ordinates of i with
arguments: 0.15, 0.05, - 0.05, ... , -2.85; The pattern given above shows that all row
vectors of the ii matrix can be obtained by a simple shifting operation from a 60-vector
of i ordinates with arguments: - 2.95, - 2.85,..., -0.05, 0.05, ... , 2.85, 2.95. The
shifting operation is effected in the machine as follows.
The mii atrix is prepared as an endless tape containing the 60-vector defined above
and inserted in the machine as the P tape. The h-vector is, as usual, prepared as an
endless tape and inserted as the a tape. To effect the shifting operation characteristic
of the ii matrix, the h tape is made shorter than the *ii tape by the distance separating
adjacent components of h. To start the computation of .i~ h, the h tape is manually
aligned with the ii tape so that the components of h are aligned with the ~ii ordinates
representing the first row of the mi matrix. At the end of the first revolution of the
tapes, the h tape, because of its shorter length, shifts along the .H 60-vector by one
component. In the second revolution of the tapes, the h-vector is therefore aligned with
the ii ordinates in the second row of the ii matrix. At the end of each revolution, the
machine punches out the number corresponding to
4)i(T - )h(a-) do-
In Fig. 8, the .. tape is in the P tape position at the top right and the h tape is at the
top left. For this computation, the tape is not used.
In Fig. 21 is shown the trajectory of successive approximations for Eq. 85 as com-
puted with the machine by combining personal judgment with the use of the formal tra-
jectory equations. The 30-vectors for hn in Fig. 21 have been interpolated to smooth
functions. It may be confirmed from Fig. 21 that a matrix column order of n = 30 with
Ar = 0.1 provides an adequate approximation to the integral equation. The approxima-
tion h5 in Fig. 21 is graphically indistinguishable from the exact solution to the
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Wiener-Hopf equation. Figure 21 illustrates rather well many of the nonformal char-
acteristics of methods of successive approximations that are so appealing to the
engineering mind. For this reason, the construction of the solution trajectory will be
discussed in some detail. To facilitate the discussion, the residual vectors n and
their transforms PYn are shown in Figs. 22 and 23.
In Fig. 21, the solution trajectory begins with ho = exp(- 2T) for T > 0, a function that
scarcely resembles the solution h 5 . In projecting the trajectory into n-space, it is
apparent from Eq. 87 that the accurate computation of the vector-step constant mn will
take more time than the computation of hn+ 1 from hn and yn, once a value is assigned
to m n . A highly practicable procedure is to estimate mn from plots of ¥n and PYn, and
use the time saved to carry out more vector-steps along the trajectory. The conse-
quence of making errors in the determination of mn by estimate is readily judged from
the underlying significance of the trajectory as a path of descent on the surface defined
over n-space by the functional W(h) = 1/2(h, Ph) - (h, id ) . For the conditions of this
problem, the W(h) surface is ellipsoidal in character with a unique minimum corre-
sponding to the solution vector. Further, grad W(h) = y. From the discussions in
Part III of this report, it follows that the formal step from hn to hn+ 1' described by
Eq. 87, corresponds to finding the lowest point on the W surface that can be reached by
proceeding in the direction of -grad W. If one proceeds too far or not far enough, it is
clearly still possible to have reached a point lower down on the W surface than the point
W(hn). Since a new step down the W surface is always taken in the direction of -grad W
at the end of the preceding step, it cannot be asserted that the formal vector-step path
described by Eq. 87 will get to the minimum of the W(h) surface in fewer steps than a
nonformal path in which overstepping and understepping occur. In short, there are
many possible paths to the bottom of a valley, and it may well be rewarding to follow
some of the byways. Careful consideration of Fig. 5 will illuminate this point.
The m constants used in developing the solution trajectory and recorded in Fig. 21
were obtained by estimation. The determination of mo will serve to illustrate the tech-
nique used. In Figs. 22 and 23, it is observed that y and Pyo have essentially the same
topology and sign. Approximately, Pyo 0 3Y 0O Hence
-(¥o' Yo ) 1
mo P (' P) - - 3
Similar simple procedures were used to get m 2, m 3 , and m 4 .
In Fig. 21, it is apparent that a definite solution topology is developing rapidly after
h 2 . The magnitude of the residual vector y4 is so small that one has good reason to
believe that h4 is close to the terminus of the trajectory that can be computed with the
machine. To judge how to gain a final reduction in the residual y4 , one observes that
the whole trend of hn(T) as T - 0 is a downward movement. In addition, there is a nodal
zone near = 0.3 where the approximate solutions hi, h2 , h 3, h4 intersect. In view of
this trend, the presence of the nodal zone, the small values of the components of y4 for
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T > 0.3, and the larger values of the components of y4 as T - 0, a reasonable procedure
is to construct h 5 by extrapolating h4 to T = 0 along a curve determined by the shape of
h4 from the cusp down to the nodal zone. This procedure is equivalent to subtracting a
multiple of y4 for 0 < T < 0.5 from h4 . The approximation h 5 so obtained is within
graphical accuracy of the exact solution and represents the terminus of the machine tra-
jectory.
The solution trajectory for the Wiener-Hopf equation shown in Fig. 21 provides an
excellent example of the type of work with integral equations that can be effected with
the machine when we invoke the suggested methods of successive approximations. Dis-
cussion of the example given above may be concluded with the important observation
that the experience gained in solving equations of a certain class is of inestimable value
in constructing trajectories for new problems that bear topological resemblance to the
given class. For example, if aid(T) in Eq. 82 is defined as exp(- I T - 1.0 ) instead of
exp(- IT - 0.51 ), the new h(T) can be obtained very quickly by beginning with a guess that
has a topology resembling h(T) in Fig. 21.
The examples given above will serve to illustrate the application of the computer to
direct integral transformations, and to the solution of integral equations by methods of
successive approximations. The accuracy obtained in solving problems suited to the
design of the computer has been about 0.01 per unit of the maximum modulus of the
exact solution (1). The central conviction that motivated both the study of methods of
successive approximations in Parts I-III of this report and the design of the computer
described in Parts IV and V will now be restated.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
The author is persuaded that there is increasing scope for the application of methods
of successive approximations in engineering research and, further, that such methods
can be really effective only when the person for whom the problem exists can remain
immersed in the procedure of solution. The experimental special-purpose digital ana-
log computer developed in this research satisfies in some measure that condition for
the powerful methods of successive approximations that have been summarized. The
computer is simple enough to be readily and rapidly understood and used by a person
competent to perform engineering research. Since the machine can be shifted from one
problem to another in the minute or two that it takes to change the tapes, it can be used
by several people at the same time on problems that require the interjection of some
thought about partial results.
The experience gained in designing this computer suggests many other designs char-
acterized by added accuracy and flexibility. For example, by retaining analog units an
increase in accuracy of at least one binary digit could probably be achieved economi-
cally. A compact binary-to-decimal and decimal-to-binary converter built into the
punch would be a great convenience. Completely digital but specialized systems provide
many alternatives. However, accuracy and flexibility must be achieved with minimum
complexity so that the essential nature of the machine as discussed above is not lost.
Added flexibility may be sought for solving nonlinear problems that can be charac-
terized by a variational principle (35, 36, 37). For example, nonlinear equations of the
form Pa + [ = 0 where P is a nonlinear operator may be approached by using a trajec-
tory equation in n-space of the form P(t) a(t) + p(t) = y(t) where P(t) defines a matrix
trajectory in the linear matrix that represents the incremental behavior of P along the
path of the solution trajectory ac(t). A machine that would allow the rapid alteration of
a matrix as well as a vector would handle such a problem.
There apparently is a real need for special-purpose computers that will allow
methods of successive approximations to be implemented in the intimate environment
of engineering research on linear and nonlinear problems alike.
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